
Data may be the new oil, but it is semiconductors -the brains of 
the data economy- that these days vie with hydrocarbons as the 
business world’s biggest economic flashpoint. Like crude, the 
$500 Billion computer-chip industry is essential to industrial 
economies, and is at the vortex of intense geo-political rivalries. 
Its main wellspring through is not in the Persian Gulf, but on an 
island about 175 km across the water from China. What is more, 
the Communist Party in Beijing claims the island in question, 
Taiwan, as part of its territory, putting the semiconductor industry 
at the heart of the Sino-American power struggle.

It is in this context that the recent $20 Billion commitment by Intel, 
America’s biggest chipmaker, to revitalize semiconductor 
production in America should be seen. With some fanfare, Intel is 
looking to reclaim the dynamism that the country which invented 
semi-conductors has lost to chip factories in Taiwan and South 
Korea. It comes amid a surge of “chip nationalism”, in which 
governments from East to West are offering lavish subsidies for 
manufacturing facilities (called “fabs”). This coincides with a 
severe chip shortage that has brought home the danger of supply 
disruptions. It also comes on the heels of America’s kneecapping 
of Huawei, by restricting its access to American technology 
including semiconductors. 

Two new fabs in Arizona extends Intel’s traditional business of making 
its own chips to making those blueprinted by other companies including 
Amazon (for cloud-computing) and Qualcomm (for mobile telephony). It 
also marks the start of a new era of public funding for chip making in 
the United States, and prioritizes industrial capacity in strategic 
industries. Currently America leads the world in developing and 
designing chips, but manufactures just 12% of them , down from 37% in 
1990.

The trickiest task for Intel will be to balance a state-backed expansion 
in America and Europe with cordial relations with China, its biggest 
market accounting for a quarter of its sales last year. For now, China 
needs Intel and much as Intel needs China, but as geopolitical tensions 
mount, so does the pressure to re-nationalize supply chains, or turn 

them into competing webs of Chinese and American allies. That said, if there is one thing that Covid-19 has shown, is 
that domestic manufacturing capability is a national security issue that is integral to the lives of every citizen. I expect 
more industries to be tapped as strategic, and the on-shoring of these industries will be a boon to domestic economies, 
providing high-paying quality jobs for many. Ten years ago to the day, Intel’s stock was trading at $20, today it is $66 
for a gain of over 300% over this time period. Click <here> The move to begin manufacturing back in the country 
where it all began back in Santa Clara California in the late 1960s, could well be a catalyst to further gains going 
forward. Our wealth management partners at Dimensional, EdgePoint, 
Guardian and Mackenzie have Intel on their radar screens -and in your 
retirement portfolios.

Be safe, be well!
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